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MARGARETT. ORDONEZ
LINDAWELTERS

Textiles from the Seventeenth

CenturyPrivyat theCross Street
Back LotSite
ABSTRACT
A variety of textiles came from the excavation of a 17th
century privy behind the Nanny House site on Cross Street,
The largest group of fragments is
Boston, Massachusetts.
since cloths of this fine
silk fabrics and ribbons, valuable
fiber have not survived in other 17th-century New England
sites. Comparison
of the fine wool textiles
archaeological

with coarse wool
fabrics used by the
Pequot Indians inConnecticut and Narragansett
Indians inRhode Island reveal distinct differences in quality.

from Boston
Mashantucket

from a combination

Fabrics made

of silk and wool, cotton,
or linen show the variety of mixtures thatwere available for
those who could afford them. Negative pseudomorphs of
cotton and bast fibers preserved evidence of cellulosic prod
in a mineralized
form previously unreported in New

ucts

England. The family that lived at this site used high quality
fabrics with expensive weaves, mixtures, and fancy trims
representing fashionable
17th-century dress.

textiles from the Boston Central Artery/
Tunnel Project Cross Street Backlot site (BOS
HA-13) are the first 17th-century archaeological
textiles from a Colonial New England city to be
available for study (Ordonez and Welters 1995).
The 161 fragments provide graphic evidence of
textiles described in primary sources and costume
histories. Representing a wide variety of 17th
century textiles, fragments came from 82 differ
ent fabrics and 20 yarns. Classifications
are
1 and discussed
listed in Table
by section.
Table 2 shows the distribution of the textiles in
the privy.
Silk filaments make up fabrics,
threads, and ribbons. Thirteen different wool
fabrics are quite varied.
Some of the most in
are
mixtures of silk with wool,
teresting fabrics
with

another fiber which has de
graded, and mineralized cotton fabrics and bast
yarns.

Permission

imbalance plus the large size of the filling yarns
produces a horizontal rib. The prominence of
this rib varies from slight to pronounced and is
the characteristic that helps tie contemporary
names to the fabrics. Many of the silk fabrics
are taffeta, often used for women's
gowns,
hoods, and aprons (Figure 1). Merchants in the
17th century called such high gloss silks, lustring
(Kerridge 1985:129-130).

TABLE 1
FEATURE4 DISTRIBUTION
OF FABRICTYPES
ANDYARNS
Fabrics

Total
35

Unbalanced

The

Historical

The woven
silk fabrics which compose the
largest group of fragments represent all six Har
ris Number strata (Heck and Balicki, this vol
ume) in which textiles occurred. Two-thirds of
the silk fabrics are unbalanced plain weaves with
a higher number of warp yarns than weft. This

Silk Fabrics

Introduction

silk mixed

Silk Fabrics

Plain Weave23
Plain Weave

Balanced

9

3

Satin Weaves

SilkRibbons 22
Plain Weave

15

Satin & Complex Weave5
2
Edge Bindings
Other Silk Constructions
Leno Weave
Knit

1

Bobbin Lace
Wool

3

1

Fabrics

Plain Weave

1
14
7

Twill 7
Mixture

6

Silk& Wool 3
Silk & Cellulose
Cotton Fabrics
Yarns

(cellulose missing)

2

20

16
Silk?Separate
Silk?Sewn
in a Fabric3

Metal & Silk3 (1)
Bast

attached

(19)

2
to fabrics; not separate yarns

1998, 32(3):81-90.
Archaeology,
to reprint required.
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56 warps and 28 weftsper centime
FIGURE 1. Silk taffeta,
ter, fragment 6747/38,032.

FIGURE 3. Silkplainknit,10 loopsper centimeter,fragment
6660/38,031A.

TABLE2
OF FABRICTYPESANDYARNSBY HARRISNUMBER
DISTRIBUTION
Harris Number

Fabrics
SilkFabrics
SewingYarns
SilkRibbons
Wool Fabrics
Mixtures
CottonFabrics
BastYarns

10fj
4
2
2
1
1

146
28
16
13
9
4 6
1
1 2

Total

10

72

Note:

Analysis

18

148
2

149

1

151
2 1
5 14

154
1

Total
38

26

22

7

102

2
9 1

3

of 161 fragments allowed pieces of similar fiber content and construction to be grouped as one type of fabric.

of this large group of silk fragments are
three contain satin-woven stripes
weaves;
plain
which provided variety to fabrics. Single yarns
with a very low amount of spin compose most
of the fabrics; since silk is a continuous filament,
Most

yarns do not need to be twisted to keep short
fibers together as with wool and cotton. Low
twist silk yarns produce lustrous fabrics; although
plain weaves are less glossy than satin weaves,
they would have been more durable because of

FIGURE

2. Silk gauze,

23 pairs of warp

ter, fragment 6550/38.007A.

yarns per centime

their construction and would have matched the
cultural values of the Puritan colony better than
more opulent satins.
Another type of silk fabric from the privy is a
leno weave fragment, which is characterized by
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A bobbin lace fragment made of 2-ply silk
yarns is among the privy textiles (Figure 4).
The narrow,
scalloped
edging could have
trimmed a man's, woman's, or child's inner or

FIGURE

4. Bobbin

lace made

of 2-ply silk yarns,

fragment

6611/38,120.

crossed warps (Figure 2). Such light-weight fab
rics were known as gauze or tiffany.Canterbury
weavers
in England claimed to have
Walloon

in the early 17th century
Trautman
1989:53).
(Kerridge 1985:127;
One small filling-knit fragment is most likely
from a stocking (Figure 3).
Both men and
women of the gentry wore silk stockings, which
could have been either woven or knitted of silk,
wool, or cotton yarns. Woven stockings, a hold
over from the medieval period, still were worn
invented the fabric

by the lower orders in the 17th century,whereas
silk knit stockings were possessions of the well
to-do (Trautman 1989:57, 61).

outer garment. Lace also signified rank. Earlier
sumptuary laws in theMassachusetts Bay Colony
prohibited everyone from wearing lace, but later
in the century, small amounts of lace decorated
shifts, shirts, aprons, or caps with little objection
(Trautman 1989:52).
Evidence

of Garment Construction

The silk fabrics show more evidence of having
been sewn into garments than the other groups of
fragments. A woven-silk binding is folded down
the center with edges turned to the inside; the
fabric that it bound, perhaps of a cellulosic fiber
such as

linen or cotton, is missing.
Another
silk
holds
several
of
binding
pieces
together in a
that
the
lower
resembles
shape
edge of a sleeve
seam
A
two
connects
of the pieces
(Figure 5).
while other sections show evidence of seams
The direction of warp and
along their edges.
weft yarns in the pieces resembles the grainline
used on full sleeves in later centuries (Arnold
1972).

FIGURE 5. Silk pieces joinedby a binding;possibly sec
tions of a sleeve,

fragment 6851/38,129.

FIGURE

6. Double-stitched

the sleeve,

seam

fragment 6851/38,129.
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edges, occur on four wool and silk fragments
(Figure 7). The butted seams all have similar
oversewing stitches that vary in closeness and
direction of stitch (Grimm 1993:30).
Besides
the edge bindings discussed earlier,
Ten wool and silk
hems also finished edges.
fragments have narrow hems along one or more

edges. In most the edges are turned twice. One
edge is turned three times, and one is a rolled
hem. Most of the hems are sewn with a hem
ming stitch; three have an overcast stitch that
encircles the hem (Grimm 1993:21, 28).
As in Figures 5 and 8, sewers used pleating to
wool sewnwithsilkthread control fullness in
FIGURE 7. Buttedseam infulled
garments; no gathering tech
inan oversewing
stitch, fragment 6647/38,123B.
niques appear in any of the fragments. Slashing
or cutting an outer layer of fabric to expose an
Evidence of garment construction in the privy underneath layer was becoming outdated, but a
few silk fragments have cut slits that could have
fragments is quite valuable. Few extant garments

remain, and fragments from other 17th-century been slashes.
sites yield almost no information about types of
Only silk sewing threads survived conditions in
the privy. A total of 19 threads are attached to
seams, edge finishes,methods of controlling full
ness, or decorative stitching. Examples of all
fabrics; 16 are not. All but one of the sewing
these exist in the privy textiles.
threads are 2-ply, S-spin yarns (Figure 7). The
Three types of seams appear in wool and silk direction in which fibers are spun into yarns or
fragments. Plain seams and a raised seam are multiple yarns twisted into plies is designated as
made with running stitches (Morrell n.d.)(Figure
S or Z, using the center section of the letter to
indicate direction. Diameters range from 0.3 mm
6). The raised seam started as a plain seam;
to 1.5 mm. The one complex yarn in the privy
then the seam allowances were pressed to one
side, and a row of top stitching held them in
Butted seams, created by joining raw
place.
~
.
^^jrtfifipwiiff:!?%

FIGURE
FIGURE

8. Pleats

inplain, balanced

weave

6640/38,018D.
2-plysilk thread,fragment

silk sewn with

angles

.*

'

.

*

. %,

\

ribbons sewn at right
9. Two silk, 3-color patterned
metallic yarn sewn to the lower
with a decorative

6660/38,031C.
edge, fragment
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Silk Ribbons
A total of 36 silk ribbon fragments have 22
different constructions or widths (Figure 10).

FIGURE

10.

6863/38,132.

Examples

of silk-taffeta

ribbons,

fragments

fragmentswas a decorative yarn sewn to an edge
of the ribbons in Figure 9. This rich trim has a
narrow metal strip wrapped
in a Z-direction
around a silk core yarn.

FIGURE 11. Mrs. Elizabeth Freake and baby Mary, 1670

1674. Depicts
hood, red and black ribbons, lace, green silk
threads
fabric, and red wool petticoat with metallic

dress

(Courtesy

of theWorcester

ArtMuseum,

Worcester,

chusetts,giftofMr. & Mrs. AlbertW. Rice)

Massa

FIGURE 12. Silk-taffetaribbon,possibly froma shoe,
6824/38,128.
fragment
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Many are taffeta, but those with a more promi
nent rib are called grosgrain. The widths vary
from 0.8 cm to 5.0 cm, but themajority measure
between 1.0 cm and 2.0 cm. The lengths can
best be described as short. Of the 36 ribbon
pieces, 30 are less than 13 cm in length. Con
trary to the woven silk textiles in which frag
ments have degraded or pulled apart in irregular
shapes, most of the ribbons have smooth, cut
edges indicating that these pieces could be scraps
since they show no evidence of having been
sewn to anything.
Fashion followers in the 17th century used rib
to decorate
tie
bons everywhere
shoulders,
sleeves, close shoes, encircle hats, or join collars

(Figure 11). Some of the Boston ribbon frag
ments show evidence of use through folds and
wrinkles.
The longest ribbon (47.7 cm) is
crumpled through the center section as if it had
been used in a shoe (Figure 12); another (14.4

cm) has many length-wise folds possibly from
being bunched into a knot; and one has a loop
knotted in it and is the appropriate width for a
bodice lacing.
Ribbons of complex constructions include one
with a satin stripe, four figure weaves, and one

FIGURE

14. Fine, plain-weave

wool

fabric, fragment 6654/

38.024A.

merit.

English manufacturers used prime, thrown silk
imported from Italy to make silk ribbons and
The combi
wider fabrics (Kerridge 1985:126).
nation of silk filaments and satin or complex
weaves places such textiles on the high-quality
end of the range of 17th-century cloths. In Bos
ton and Suffolk County merchants' records quan
tities of imported silk fabrics ranked after those
of wool,
linen, and cotton
(Baumgarten

1975:230-233).
unusual float weave (Emery 1993:116-117)(Figure
13). The two patterned ribbons sewn together at Wool Fabrics
right angles in Figure 9 probably trimmed a gar

The environment of the privy favored the pres
ervation of proteinaceous fibers; almost all of the
Identification of
fabrics were of silk and wool.
wool was easy since conditions in the privy had
not eroded the scales on the fibers as in New
England Native American burials of the same

period (Welters et al. 1996:213).
Like the silk textiles, the 13 wool fabrics in
the privy also are indicative of status. Fabrics
such as duffle, a common Native American trade
cloth, were much coarser than the Boston privy

FIGURE

13.

Silk

6660/38,031B.

ribbon, unusual

float weave,

fragment

wools which include sophisticated fabrics that the
vast English wool industry had developed a cen
tury earlier (Figure 14). These light, soft fabrics,
called New Draperies, contained fine worsted
wool yarns sometimes mixed with silk (Mont
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dians in Rhode
Island and the Mashantucket
gomery 1984:309).
English sheep of the period
(Welters 1985,
produced much coarser fibers than are used in Pequot Indians in Connecticut
the 20th century. Manufacturers obtained fine Ordonez et al. 1991). The heaviest fulled plain
wool yarns either by importing wool from the weave from the privy is 1.2 mm thick; the great
est thickness for twills is about 2.0 mm. These
Spanish who had bred Merino sheep for fine-di
coarse
ameter fiber or by combing out the short,
could have been for outdoor wear such as cloaks
and hoods.
fibers to make worsted yarns (Kerridge 1985:1
Some of the fulled wool fragments have clean
3).
cut edges, but these straight edges are not suffi
Norwich, England, was famous for marketing
cient to suggest that someone was tailoring wool
the New Draperies
1984:309).
(Montgomery
Camlet is perhaps the best known of these fab
garments at home. The thickness of fulled wools
Richard Smith, Jr.'s, camlet cloak at the
Island Historical Society is one of the few
to
17th-century garments from New England
have survived the centuries intact. Boston mer

rics.

Rhode

chants (Baumgarten 1975:230) imported camlets
of several varieties. Most
likely, some of the
textiles from the privy are
plain-weave wool
camlets because of their high yarn counts and
worsted yarns. Some of the twill weave wools
probably were known as serge; the diagonal line
created by a progression of floating yarns iden
tifies them as twills.
Other wool fabrics from the privy have quite
large yarns, which combined with extensive full
ing make a very compact fabric as the one in
Figure 7. Fulling is a finish that shrinks the
structure. The
the woven
fabric, obscuring
privy's fulled wools are much thicker than those
from 17th-centuryburials of theNarragansett In

prevented the fabric from being folded into hems
or plain seams. Butted seams as in Figure 7
joined pieces at seamlines. Since the fulled fab
ric did not ravel, tailors left cut edges unfinished
along the outer perimeters of garments, a practice
The
that continued
into the 19th century.
straight-cut edges could be sections of seams and
edges that did not degrade.

Mixtures
the most unusual fabrics from the
Among
privy are those made of more than one fiber.
These are called mixtures, fabrics in which yarns
Two
of different fiber contents are combined.
fabrics have silk yarns in one direction and wool

in the other. Two other silk-wool mixtures have
an unusual yarn not seen often in historic fabrics
(Figure 15). Warp and weft yarns are made
from a single silk yarn and a single wool yarn
spun together into a ply. Such a plied yarn, made
of unlike singles, is classified as a spiral or cork
screw yarn. Wool-silk mixtures would have had
a feel and drape differentfrom other all-wool or
all-silk fabrics?more body than silk fabrics but
more subtle than wool. Production of these mix
tures required very proficient spinners and weav
ers, and their price would have been well above
fine all-wool

FIGURE

15.

Rare mixture made

of 2-ply yarns?a

light

colored single silk yarn and a single wool yarn spun
6647/38,122.
together,fragment

fabrics.
Equally intriguing are four fabrics that looked
like a group of pink and cream-colored, tangled
Silk warp and weft yarns remain in
yarns.
groups of four or six with unfilled spaces be
tween when the fabric is opened up as in Figure
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16. Crimps in the yarns floating across the
unwoven spaces indicate that additional warp and
weft yarns had once been part of the woven
structure. The missing yarns could have been
or linen?degraded
cellulosic?cotton
by the
environment.
These silk and cellulosic
privy
combinations were expensive fabrics like the silk
and wool mixtures.

MineralizedCotton Fabrics
Six plain-weave cotton fragments survived be
cause they are partially mineralized. Mineralized
textiles are called pseudomorphs?literally
"false
forms"?formed when mineral compounds replace
the organic elements or when a cast is formed
around the original textile fibers. Textile pseudo
but cotton
morphs are a rare phenomenon,
are
even
rarer
than those of wool.
pseudomorphs
Numerous wool pseudomorphs occurred in both
Mashantucket
Pequot and Narragansett burials
(Coho 1993; Welters et al. 1996:219-221).
Cotton was a high-status fiber in the 17th cen
tury. After the East India trade commenced
around 1600, a large variety of cotton cloths
to Europeans.
became available
Merchants'
were
records show they
imported into Boston in
the second half of the 17th century (Baumgarten
Cotton calico was used for
1975:230-233).
men's

and

shirts and drawers plus
boys'
women's
and girls' shifts although linen was
much more common for innerwear of all classes

FIGURE 16. Fabric of pink and cream silk yarnswith
spaces

created

6540/38,110.

by missing

cellulosic

yarns,

fragment

pseudomorphs. Even with the coating, the 2-ply
are visible. The yarn di
yarns with a Z-spin
ameters (2.9 mm and 3.0 mm) are typical for
twine. In most North American and northern
European archaeological sites, only stitchmarks
remain where linen sewing threads once held
wool pieces of garments together. Exceptions
include these bast yarns found alone and others
in shoe soles from the Boston privy plus North
American bast fibers of Indian hemp in Pequot
and Narragansett
sites (Welters and Ordonez
1995).
Discussion

and Conclusion

An abiding question concerning the privy frag
ments is why the fabrics were in the privy.
(Trautman 1989:55, 58-59, 61). No linen fabrics
include accidental and purposeful
Speculations
survived in the privy. Cotton fabrics also sur
deposition. Worn-out or unwanted garments or
vived in the Narragansett Indian site (Welters et
accessories could have been discarded. Broken
al. 1996:222). The yarn sizes and yarn counts of
shoe or hood ribbons might have been dropped
those are quite similar to themineralized Boston
in the privy. Perhaps in 1672 Katherine threw
cotton, but the direction of spin differs.
her errant husband's clothes and shoes in the
privy rather than sending them to him in
Mineralized Bast-fiber Yarns
Pemaquid as he requested by letter (Superior
Court of Suffolk County 1672:63).
Two yarns of bast fibers such as hemp or jute
Clothing believed to be contaminated from dis
survived due to partial mineralization.
The fiber
eased individuals could have been disposed of in
bundles had not separated into individual fiber,
the privy. Wool, silk, and cotton fabrics might
or ultimates, when themineralization process be
have been used for household cleaning rags, but
gan coating the surfaces, creating negative
less expensive linen cloths are more probable;
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therefore, this is not a likely source of the frag
ments.
Did someone in the household retrim
or
hoods with new ribbons? Strips with
clothes
cut ends support this theory since many of the
ends and
ribbon fragments have clean-cut
was
common.
The
few
pins and the
retrimming
ribbon scraps are not sufficient evidence to sup
port dressmaking or tailoring as an occupation in
the home.

Accidentally dropping garments or accessories
in the privy is a very plausible
speculation.
Adults or children, especially unsupervised ones,
could knock or drop an item into the hole in the
privy house. This is a probable explanation con
sidering the number of children in the family and
the number of expensive fabrics that normally
would not be thrown away.
In general, the types of fabrics in the privy are
indicative of a family of "gentle" status. The
17th century was one of the most excessive in
costume history and has been termed the century
of ribbons, bows, and lace. Throughout most of
the century, theMassachusetts Bay Colony regu
lated dress through sumptuary laws, which at
tempted to moderate excessive fashions and pre
vent servants and laborers from wearing the trap
pings of the gentry. The first law was passed in
1634, then re-enacted and expanded numerous

times. In 1651 the General Court divided soci
ety into those with estates valued above ?200
and those under ?200 (Fischer 1989:141-143;
Trautman 1989:52-53).
Specific articles of cloth, fabrics, and trims
were allowed persons of high standing. The
privilege of wearing gold or silver lace and but
tons, points (ties) at the knee, great boots, and
new fashions was
to gentlemen.
accorded
were allowed
silk and tiffany
Gentlewomen
hoods, scarves, bone lace costing above two shil
lings per yard, and new fashions. Court records
in Cambridge, Massachusetts
reveal thatwearing
silk hoods by women of lower rank was one of
themost frequent offenses along with the "addi
tion of superfluous ribbons, both on hair and
apparel" (Trautman 1989:53). Evidence of many
of these fashions came from the Cross Street

89

privy, which has provided unparalleled examples
of 17th-century textiles and costumes.
These unique textiles exemplify urban life in
The fragments of silk
Colonial New England.
fabrics and ribbons, wools, mixtures, and miner
alized cellulosics plus evidence of sewing tech
niques give 20th-century viewers a glimpse of a
fashionably dressed Boston family of 300 years
ago. Their apparel from head to toe is repre
sented in these fabrics for hoods, dresses, under
clothes, coats, breeches, and stockings.
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